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Marco Montes is the assistant coach of the basketball team CB Estudiantes. He is 
an arrogant man with bad manners, He is fired from his job after an altercation 
with his head coach during a game. After driving drunk into the back of a police 
car, Marco is ordered to either spend two years in prison or ninety days of 
community service, in the form of coaching Los Amigos, a team of people with 
disabilities. At first, the news aren't well received by the protagonist, due to how 
he looks down upon disabled people in general, calling them "subnormales", or 
"below normal", however, as time goes on, he'll realize everything he had yet to 
learn from these people.

CHAMPIONSCHAMPIONS

SPAIN - Comedy / Drama - 2hrs 4minSPAIN - Comedy / Drama - 2hrs 4min

6-PM6-PM

The Bucharest subway is blocked in the morning hours the day after a horrible fire 
accident in one of the night clubs of the city with a large number of young people 
killed and injured. Forced together commuting people begin to interact. They are 
strangers until the waiting in a subway car brings them together. Opening up, they 
notice to have a lot to share with those around. Beside Me is the first Romanian 
inspirational feature film suggesting ways to overcome strong emotions. It can 
also be seen as a sort of social experiment.

BESIDE MEBESIDE ME

ROMANIA - Inspirational / Drama - 1hr 20minROMANIA - Inspirational / Drama - 1hr 20min

8-20-PM8-20-PM

OS MAIASOS MAIAS

PORTUGAL - Romance - 2hrs 13minPORTUGAL - Romance - 2hrs 13min

Carlos de Maia is the last traditional family heir. After graduating in medicine at 
the University of Coimbra and experiencing a special extensive trip to Europe, he 
returns to Lisbon in the year 1875. Carlos always rather spent his time with friends, 
lovers and good friend João de Ega. But everything changes when he falls in love. 
Th Film mixes his personal life with the history of Portugal, both becoming full of 
tragedy and comedy. Based on the novel ‘Os Maias’ from Eça de Queiroz musicians 
inspires her to start a female orchestra.

6-PM6-PM

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Q&A 15 minutes

Q&A 15 minutes

Q&A 15 minutes

8-30PM8-30PM

BRICE DE NICEBRICE DE NICE

FRANCE - Comedy - 1hr 38minFRANCE - Comedy - 1hr 38min

An eternal adolescent even though he's nearly thirty, Brice has become a surfer, 
a winner, a rising star! Like�Patrick Swayze�in�Point Break, he's waiting for the 
wave, His wave ... in Nice. However, nobody dares laugh at him: with his quick wit, 
Brice's specialty is his sharp repartee. It does him well when reality catches up one 
day.�

Q&A 15 minutes



IT MUST BE SCHWING – THE BLUE NOTE STORYIT MUST BE SCHWING – THE BLUE NOTE STORY

GERMANY - Documentary - 1hr 38minGERMANY - Documentary - 1hr 38min

In 1939, Alfred Lion and Francis Wolff, two young émigrés from Berlin, founded 
the legendary jazz label Blue Note Records in New York. The label dedicated 
itself exclusively to the recording of American jazz music and developed its own 
unmistakeable recording style and sound. Blue Note Records discovered and 
produced an impressive roster of international jazz stars. This included Miles 
Davis, Herbie Hancock, John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Wayne Shorter, Thelonious 
Monk and Quincy Jones. At a time when Afro-American musicians in the USA 
were discriminated against and ostracised, Blue Note records respected them as 
artists and equals. Not only did the label value their talents, it also gave them a 
much-needed platform. „It Must Schwing!“ tells the moving story of two friends, 
united by a passionate love for jazz, and of their profound belief in equality and 
freedom for every single human being.

6:20-PM6:20-PM

In 1847 an Irish mercenary fighting for the British army abandons his post to seek 
revenge on those responsible for the death of his family.

Black '47Black '47

IRELAND - Drama / Action - 1hr 40minIRELAND - Drama / Action - 1hr 40min

8-PM8-PM

Q&A 15 minutes

Q&A 15 minutes

In�A Ciambra, a small Romani community in Calabria, Pio Amato is desperate to 
grow up fast. At 14, he drinks, smokes and is one of the few to easily slide between 
the region’s factions – the local Italians, the African refugees and his fellow 
Romani. Pio follows his older brother Cosimo everywhere, learning the necessary 
skills for life on the streets of their hometown. When Cosimo disappears and 
things start to go wrong, Pio sets out to prove he’s ready to step into his big 
brother’s shoes but soon finds himself faced with an impossible decision that will 
show if he is truly ready to become a man.

A CIAMBRAA CIAMBRA

ITALY - Fiction - 2hrsITALY - Fiction - 2hrs

4-PM4-PM

Q&A 15 minutes

SAMI BLOODSAMI BLOOD

SWEDEN - Drama - 1hr 50minSWEDEN - Drama - 1hr 50min

Elle Marja, 14, is a reindeer-breading Sámi girl. Exposed to the racism of the 1930's 
and race biology examinations at her boarding school she starts dreaming of 
another life. To achieve this other life she has to become someone else and break 
all ties with her family and culture.

6-PM6-PM

Q&A 15 minutes

FRIDAY

THURSDAY



4-PM4-PM

King Nicolas III is a lonely soul who has the distinct feeling he’s living the wrong 
life. He embarks on a state visit to Istanbul with a British filmmaker, Duncan 
Lloyd, who has been commissioned by the Palace to shoot a documentary 
intended to polish the monarch’s rather dull image. The news breaks that 
Wallonia, Belgium’s southern half, has declared its independence. The King, 
bursting with purpose, must return home at once to save his kingdom. And for 
once, he declares, he will write his own damn speech. As they rally to depart, 
a solar storm strikes the earth causing communications to collapse and airspace 
to shut down. No phones. No planes. To make matters worse, Turkish security 
coldly dismisses the King’s suggestion they return home by road. But the King 
has no intention of waiting out this storm. Lloyd, sniffing an opportunity of 
historical proportions, hatches a dubious escape plan that involves flowery 
dresses and singing Bulgarians.

THE KING OF THE BELGIANSTHE KING OF THE BELGIANS

BELGIUM - Dramatic Comedy - 1hr 34minBELGIUM - Dramatic Comedy - 1hr 34min
Q&A 15 minutes

6-PM6-PM

Based on a true story, Antonia Brico, the first woman to conduct a symphony, is 
torn by ambition and love as she tries to overcome the bias against female 
musicians.

In the 1920’s, Antonia Brico aspires to become the first woman to lead an 
orchestra but after she arouses the interest of Frank she is torn between 
ambition and love. She flees to Holland, where conductor Mengelberg tells her 
to see Karl Muck, who gets her accepted into the Berlin State Academy. Her 
debut is a success but the resulting furore forces her to return to the US, where 
the bias against women musicians inspires her to start a female orchestra.

THE CONDUCTORTHE CONDUCTOR

NETHERLANDS - Drama - 2hrs 19minNETHERLANDS - Drama - 2hrs 19min
Q&A 15 minutes

SATURDAY

8-PM8-PM

YARDIEYARDIE

UK - Drama - 1hr 41minUK - Drama - 1hr 41min

Set in '70s Kingston and '80s Hackney, Yardie centres on the life of a young 
Jamaican man named D (Aml Ameen), who has never fully recovered from the 
murder, committed during his childhood, of his older brother Jerry Dread 
(Everaldo Creary). D grows up under the wing of a Kingston Don and music 
producer named King Fox (Sheldon Shepherd). Fox dispatches him to London, 
where he reconnects with his childhood sweetheart, Yvonne (Shantol Jackson), 
and his daughter who he's not seen since she was a baby. He also hooks up with 
a soundclash crew, called High Noon. But before he can be convinced to abandon 
his life of crime and follow "the righteous path", he encounters the man who shot 
his brother 10 years earlier, and embarks on a bloody, explosive quest for 
retribution - a quest which brings him into conflict with vicious London gangster 
Rico (Stephen Graham).

Q&A 15 minutes



8:35-PM8:35-PM

FAREWELL TO EUROPEFAREWELL TO EUROPE

AUSTRIA - Drama / Biography -  1hr 46minAUSTRIA - Drama / Biography -  1hr 46min

The years of exile in the life of Stefan Zweig, one of the most read 
German-language writers of his time, between Buenos Aires, New York and Brazil. 
As a Jewish intellectual, Zweig struggles to find the right stance towards the 
events in Nazi Germany, while searching for a home in the new world.

Q&A 15 minutes

Manyatta Shorts – Building African CinemaManyatta Shorts – Building African Cinema

FIBBY KIORIA - KENYAFIBBY KIORIA - KENYA

Manyatta Screenings
Created by Hawa Essuman and Fibby Kioria, Manyatta Screenings is born out of the need to create more spaces for 
short films. They are intentionally creating platforms for short films through screenings, retrospectives and 
conversations; building African Cinema ecosystems and building audiences for African Cinema with a strong focus 
on the continent.

Curators Statement

The current theme from which we are curating is “the greater East Africa in the 21st 
century”; looking at who it is that we are as our neighbours, looking at who we are to 
each other and to ourselves through snap shots of short films that have been made 
in the recent past. As you look at these films, consider how they relate to you, how 
they make us the same and make us different; how they connect us; how they 
resonate the common.

AFRICAN SHORTS



Ballad of the SpiritsBallad of the Spirits
DIRECTOR:DIRECTOR: Beza Hailu Lemma
COUNTRY:COUNTRY: Ethiopia

YEAR:YEAR: 2017
GENRE:GENRE: Experimental Drama
DURATION:DURATION: 12 Minutes

A Kalanda ate my homeworkA Kalanda ate my homework
DIRECTOR:DIRECTOR: Raymond Malinga
COUNTRY:COUNTRY: Uganda

YEAR:YEAR: -
GENRE:GENRE: -
DURATION:DURATION: 7 Minutes

Jethro X JethroJethro X Jethro
DIRECTOR:DIRECTOR: Malcolm Bigyemano
COUNTRY:COUNTRY: Uganda

YEAR:YEAR: -
GENRE:GENRE: Meta-Comedy
DURATION:DURATION: 13 Minutes

DéambulationDéambulation

DIRECTOR:DIRECTOR: Tovoniaina Rasoanaivo
COUNTRY:COUNTRY: Madagascar

YEAR:YEAR: 2018
GENRE:GENRE: Documentary
DURATION:DURATION: 27 Minutes

Facing NorthFacing North
DIRECTOR:DIRECTOR: Peter Tukei
COUNTRY:COUNTRY: Uganda

YEAR:YEAR: -
GENRE:GENRE: -
DURATION:DURATION: 9 Minutes

Wakamba ForeverWakamba Forever
DIRECTOR:DIRECTOR: Alex Maina
COUNTRY:COUNTRY: Kenya

YEAR:YEAR: 2018
GENRE:GENRE: Comedy
DURATION:DURATION: 9 Minutes

Screening Times: Saturday 2-pm to 4-pmScreening Times: Saturday 2-pm to 4-pm



Input sessions with filmmakers, film students, professionals from the sector and interested general 
public (three in Harare and Bulawayo respectively, in panel discussion format). 
Two participants per sessions. 15 min input will be followed by open discussion with the audience 
(feedback, comments and questions). 

3 SESSIONS IN EACH CITY3 SESSIONS IN EACH CITY

Thursday : 4-pm - 5.30pm

Friday : 2-pm - 3.30pm

BULAWAYO

INPUT SESSIONS

MTHOKOZISI MABHENA MTHOKOZISI MABHENA 

Topic: The subtle art of unGatekeeping the Arts in the 
Digital Age, a case Study of Bulawayo filmmakers 
and artists

PROVY SHUMBA PROVY SHUMBA 

Topic: Plan B - How to turn a position of weakness into 
strength 

THEMBELIHLE MOYOTHEMBELIHLE MOYO

Topic: Producing film under duress/hard economy

ISAAC SIMBAISAAC SIMBA

Topic: Mastering your footprint

Wednesday : 4-pm - 5.30pm

TARIRO GURURE TARIRO GURURE 
Topic: Film and Disability

ALEX GWAZE ALEX GWAZE 

Topic: Telling our own stories



HARARE

Friday : 2-pm - 3.30pm

Thursday : 4-pm - 5.30pm

ELTON MJANANAELTON MJANANA

Topic: African film collaboration and distribution 1

FIBBY KIORIAFIBBY KIORIA

Topic: African film collaboration and distribution 2

ISAAC SIMBAISAAC SIMBA

Topic: Mastering your footprint

PETER MUTANDAPETER MUTANDA

Topic: Zimbabwean Creatives – No More Excuses

Wednesday : 4-pm - 5.30pm

MEHLULI HIKWAMEHLULI HIKWA
Topic: Online presence for filmmakers

CODIN POPESCUCODIN POPESCU

Topic: Art and story telling with augumented reality



VIOLET SENDERAIVIOLET SENDERAI
Violet Tafadzwa Senderai is a Zimbabwean writer and filmmaker keen on 
telling multifaceted African stories. She received a Cinema & 
Photography degree from Ithaca College, New York. Her films have been 
official selections for international film festivals such as the Zanzibar 
International Film Festival, the Black Women's International Film Festival 
and the Zimbabwe International Film Festival. She is currently the 
Creative Director at the local creative agency and production house, 
Maverick Media.

PROVIDENCE SHUMBAPROVIDENCE SHUMBA
ProVy Shumba is an aspiring documentary and feature filmmaker, with a 
passion for storytelling in all its forms. In particular, he is fascinated by 
the power story and narrative has in shaping the societies we live in. He 
has relocated to Johannesburg where he studies how to harness this 
power to create more inclusive societies for minority groups by 
increasing their visibility within motion pictures.

He is currently a speaking coach at AfroSpeak, a South African based 
speech and debate consultancy start up which aims to increase 
accessibility to the art of critical thinking and discourse from a 
community, national, regional and eventually a continental level.

Additionally, each movie will be followed by a facilitated Q&A session to allow for questions, feedback 
and comments.  

Q&A

Q&A FACILITATORSQ&A FACILITATORS

BULAWAYO

HARARE



ISAAC SIMBAISAAC SIMBA

The Masterclass will be facilitated by Isaac Simba (a Ugandan-Belgian 
propsmaster), who has worked on different international productions in 
Africa such as Sara’s Notebook, Queen of Katwe and Journey of Jamaa. 

The Masterclass „Understanding your Frame” is a 5-day workshop aimed 
at elaborating the importance of property and set dressing in a film 
frame. This process will help participants to get a better understanding 
and appreciation of how props, set dressing and atmosphere in frame 
can influence a story.

GALLERY DELTA
110 Livingstone Avenue,

Harare,
Zimbabwe

STER KINEKOR
The Bulawayo Centre

Corner J.Nkomo St & 9th Avenue,
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe

MASTERCLASS

SCREENINGS

BULAWAYOBULAWAYO

HARAREHARARE
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